
Hello Pirate Parents!  

  

Congratulations to our 2nd graders for an amazing 
performance of ‘Aesop’s Adventures’ and bringing marvelous 
fables and their lessons to life last week!   Special thanks to our 
2nd grade team: Mrs. Craig, Mrs. Gold, Mrs. LeFevre, and Mrs. 
Thomas, as well as Mrs. Strouse, for their time and efforts 
with this classic production! 

  

Thank you, once again, to those parents who have 
participated in our ‘Career Month’- the feedback continues to 
be so positive and we know our students are learning and 
enjoying it so much! 

  

As a reminder: 

In the event of school delayed openings or cancellations, the 
following resources are available to you: 

-         Robo-call from the district (please listen and follow the 
prompts to hear important messages) 

-         TRschools.com (our school website) 

-         ChTV21  (Ch26 FIOS) 

-         WOBM 92.7 / WRAT 95.9 / WJRZ 100.1 

*In a delayed opening, school begins at 10:55am at North 
Dover.  



*In a delayed opening, Door 17 opens at 10:35am for drop off. 

**Never leave your child unattended at Door 17.  

**Always follow ferry lane drop-off procedure. If you park in 
a spot, you must walk your child to Door 17, as children do not 
cross in the parking lot alone. 

**AM Y-Kids is canceled in a delayed opening 

** PM Y-kids is canceled with a weather-related or emergency 
closing 

*Please inform the Main Office asap in the event your contact 
information has changed.  

  

*Kindly check your child’s backpack for dangling, decorative 
items and please consider removing them.  Although most 
‘keychain-type’ items may not appear harmful, they may have 
a potential to cause injury.  We do appreciate your support 
and cooperation in our continuous efforts of safety! 

  

This Friday is Football Jersey Day, in honor of the Super 
Bowl!  Pirates are invited to wear their favorite Football (or 
team) Jersey!   

  

 In the classrooms… 

  

This week Mrs. Gottlieb’s class is learning all about the letter 
Ee.  Students are reading long and short Ee words in their 



leveled books and every morning with their fluency and 
fitness routine. They read the story ‘Elephant Families,’ by 
Arthur Dorros, which is an informative but accessible 
nonfiction book for young children.  It is a perfect match to 
our Science unit about animals.  Students were surprised to 
learn that young elephants have babysitters, elephants can 
peel oranges with their trunks, and that some people may use 
elephants for their tusks.   Students are also learning about 
estimation and had fun trying to estimate how many eggs are 
in a jar. For Baymax Friday it is all about the Philadelphia 
Eagles and the Super Bowl!  Students will be learning how to 
kick a football and measure how far it goes, where the Super 
Bowl takes place and how to make a bar graph about their 
favorite team. It is going to be an excellent week in Mrs. 
Gottlieb’s class. 

  

Ms. Hammer’s, Ms. Sclafani’s, and Mrs. Clayton’s classes are 
making their writing more exciting by adding fun figurative 
language such as similes, metaphors, and idioms.   Meanwhile, 
all third grade students are exploring perimeter and area, 
measuring up many items in their classrooms! 

  

Mrs. Cascio's class has been working hard in Math and have 
been learning all about telling time through hands-on games, 
interactive activities on the board, and independent work at 
their desks. They have all mastered time to the hour and half 
hour and now most of them have moved onto telling time to 
the quarter hour and/or 5 minute increments. In Cooking class 
last week, we made delicious Zucchini bread with Mrs. 
DeRiggi in the cafeteria. Also, the class learned all about 
Martin Luther King Jr. and did an excellent job on a craft 



and writing prompt all about what his dream was, as well as, 
what their dream is in order to make the world a better place. 
Lastly, the students continue to do such an excellent job with 
how they conduct themselves during morning meeting and 
during our job skills class too. It's so awesome to see how they 
have grown over time with their social skills. We're so proud 
of all their hard work! 

  

Mark your calendars… 

  

Friday, February 2nd:  Football Jersey Day! 

  

Wednesday, February 7th:  Parent Portal open for 

                    Marking Period 2 Grades and comments 

  

Wednesday, February 7th:  PTO School Store! 

  

Thank you, as always, for your cooperation and support!   
Enjoy your week! 

  

Ms. Colleen McGrath 

Principal 

 


